Factories are polluting the atmosphere.
What is happening? answers

1. Factories are polluting the atmosphere.
2. The dam is releasing water. Water is pouring out of the dam.
3. The car is going towards the cliff.
4. The plane is taking off.
5. The truck is turning right at the intersection.
6. The forest is burning/ The fire is destroying the forest.
7. Many planes are flying around the world
8. The volcano is erupting/ Smoke is pouring out of the volcano.
9. The (surveillance) cameras are filming everything.
10. He is loading a truck with goods.
11. The computers are transferring files.
12. The spaceship is landing/ The aliens are coming.
13. The earthquake is shaking the ground.
14. The tornado is hitting/ destroying the house.
15. The train is arriving at the platform/station.